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For chaotic scattering on quantum graphs, the semiclassical approximation is exact. We use this
fact and employ supersymmetry, the colour-flavour transformation, and the saddle-point approxi-
mation to calculate the exact expression for the lowest and asymptotic expressions in the Ericson
regime for all higher correlation functions of the scattering matrix. Our results agree with those
available from the random-matrix approach to chaotic scattering. We conjecture that our results
hold universally for quantum-chaotic scattering.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt, 03.65.Nk, 24.60.Dr
I. INTRODUCTION
We investigate the scattering matrix (S matrix) for
scattering on chaotic quantum graphs. We derive an ex-
act expression for the lowest S-matrix correlation func-
tion and asymptotic expressions for all higher S-matrix
correlation functions in the Ericson regime. (All these
functions are defined as wave-number averages of prod-
ucts of elements of S.) Our motivation for this work is
the following.
The celebrated conjecture by Bohigas, Giannoni and
Schmit (BGS, see Refs. [1]) postulates that the spectral
fluctuation properties of closed dynamical quantum sys-
tems that are chaotic in the classical limit, coincide with
those of one of Dyson’s three canonical random-matrix
ensembles [2]. For the level-level correlator of general
chaotic systems with unitary or orthogonal symmetry,
the BGS conjecture has been demonstrated in Refs. [3–
6]. For chaotic quantum graphs (which in some sense
may be considered non-Hamiltonian systems) the analo-
gous statement was proved in Refs. [7, 8].
For open systems, the lowest S-matrix correlation
function plays the same role as does the level-level cor-
relator in closed systems. Generalizing the BGS con-
jecture one may, therefore, ask whether (depending on
symmetry) that function assumes the same values for
the random-matrix approach to scattering, for scattering
on general dynamical chaotic systems, and for scattering
on chaotic quantum graphs. For the random-matrix ap-
proach, the lowest S-matrix correlation function has been
calculated both for the orthogonal [10] and for the uni-
tary [11] cases. Some higher-order correlators have also
been worked out, either exactly [12, 13] or as leading-
order terms in an asymptotic expansion [14, 15]. How-
ever, we are not aware of any analytical results for the
S-matrix correlation function either for general dynami-
cal chaotic systems, or for chaotic quantum graphs. The
present paper fills that gap in regard to scattering on
graphs. We show that for the case of orthogonal sym-
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metry, the lowest S-matrix correlation function for scat-
tering on chaotic quantum graphs coincides with the one
obtained from random-matrix theory (RMT). We also
calculate asymptotic expressions for all higher S-matrix
correlators in the Ericson regime and show that these
coincide with RMT results if available. In the original
papers on the subject [16–18] it was surmised that in the
Ericson regime, the elements of S are random variables
with a Gaussian probability distribution. We show that
the surmise is correct only if the averages of all S-matrix
elements vanish.
Chaotic scattering on quantum graphs was introduced
in Refs. [19, 20] and extensively investigated in these pa-
pers and in Refs. [21–23] where many of its properties
were displayed with the help of numerical simulations.
We benefit from the developments in these papers and
from the recent discovery of “topological resonances” in
the chaotic scattering on graphs [24]. We take advantage
of the fact that chaotic quantum graphs are easier to han-
dle than general dynamical chaotic systems because the
propagator amplitudes are plane waves, and the semiclas-
sical approximation is exact in that case. A brief account
of this work was published in Ref. [25].
II. SCATTERING ON QUANTUM GRAPHS
A graph is a system of V vertices labeled α, β, . . . that
are linked by B bonds. We consider graphs where ev-
ery vertex α is linked by a single bond (αβ) to every
other vertex β (“completely connected graph”). Then
the number of bonds is B = V (V − 1)/2. Our results
remain valid, however, if some bonds are missing, see
Section IX below. The bonds (αβ) are often simply la-
beled with a running index b that ranges from 1 to B.
The length of bond b is denoted by Lb. We assume that
the lengths of all bonds are incommensurate (for every
pair (b, b′) of different bonds (b 6= b′) the ratio Lb/Lb′ is
irrational). That assumption is necessary for the graph
to be chaotic. We eventually consider the limit V →∞.
We assume that in that limit, the lengths of all bonds
remain similar (i.e., obey Lmin ≤ Lb ≤ Lmax for all b).
Scattering occurs when a number Λ ≥ 1 of vertices is
2linked by a single bond each (a “lead”) to infinity. The
lead is labeled by the single vertex to which it is attached.
The number Λ of leads defines the number of scattering
channels and, thus, the dimension of the scattering ma-
trix (S matrix). In the limit V →∞ we keep the number
Λ of channels fixed so that eventually Λ ≪ V . This is
analogous to the RMT approach where the dimension
N of the Hamiltonian matrix is taken to infinity while
the number of channels is kept fixed. Without loss of
generality we denote the Λ vertices coupled to a lead by
α = 1, . . . ,Λ while the indices α > Λ denote vertices not
coupled to a lead. We confine ourselves to scattering that
is time-reversal invariant.
On each bond or lead of a quantum graph, the wave
function is a linear combination of amplitudes exp{ikx}
and exp{−ikx}, with the same wave number k on all
bonds or leads. The variable x measures the distance to
one of the vertices attached to the bond (to the single ver-
tex attached to the lead, respectively). The coefficients
of the linear combination are determined by boundary
conditions specified for each vertex α in terms of a ma-
trix Γ(α), α = 1, . . . , V . The matrix Γ(α) relates outgoing
amplitudes O and incoming amplitudes I on all bonds
or on the lead connected to vertex α by
O = Γ(α)I . (1)
To ensure time-reversal invariance and flux conservation,
Γ(α) is taken to be symmetric and unitary. With β, γ 6= α
the matrix Γ(α) has the form
Γ(α) =
(
ρ(α) τ
(α)
γ
τ
(α)
β σ
(α)
βγ
)
for α ≤ Λ ,
Γ(α) =
(
σ
(α)
βγ
)
for α > Λ . (2)
Here ρ(α) describes backscattering on lead α, τ
(α)
β de-
scribes scattering from bond (αβ) to lead α or vice versa,
and the (V − 1)-dimensional matrix σ(α)βγ describes scat-
tering from bond (αβ) to bond (αγ) or vice versa. For
α ≤ Λ the symmetric matrix σ(α) is subunitary while for
α > Λ, it is unitary.
III. SCATTERING MATRIX
Given an incident wave in a single channel α ≤ Λ only,
the boundary conditions (1) completely define the total
wave function. The amplitude of the outgoing wave in
channel β ≤ Λ is the element Sαβ(k) of the symmetric
and unitary scattering matrix.
Since a full derivation of the S matrix is given in
Ref. [20], we confine ourselves to a somewhat heuristic
argument. The element Sαβ(k) of the scattering matrix
describes propagation of the wave amplitude from lead
α to lead β via multiple scattering within the graph.
Such multiple scattering is governed by three elements:
(i) scattering from one bond to another by one of the
matrices σ(α) in Eqs. (2), (ii) propagation along one of
the bonds b described by the propagator exp{ikLb}, (iii)
scattering from a lead to one of the bonds or vice versa
by an element τ
(α)
β in Eqs. (2). With ρ
(α) the amplitude
for elastic backscattering on lead α, we write Sαβ(k) as
the sum over all ways of propagating from lead α to lead
β,
Sαβ(k) = ρ
(α)δαβ + τ
(α)
β exp{ikLαβ}τ (β)α
+
∑
γ
τ (α)γ exp{ikLαγ}σ(γ)αβ exp{ikLγβ}τ (β)γ + . . . .
(3)
The dots indicate terms of higher order in the matrices
σ(γ). The term containing the nth power of the σ(γ)’s
is the sum of all semiclassical trajectories that connect
the vertices α and β via passage through (n+ 1) bonds.
Each of the traversed bonds b yields the factor exp{ikLb}.
Since Lαβ = Lβα and since σ
(γ) is symmetric, we con-
clude from Eq. (3) that Sαβ(k) is symmetric.
In order to write each term in Eq. (3) as a matrix prod-
uct, we arrange the quantities mentioned under points
(i) to (iii) above in matrix form. (i) Scattering from one
bond to another anywhere on the graph is described by
the matrix Σ. The non-zero elements of Σ are the ele-
ments of the matrices σ(α). We use two representations
for Σ. In “vertex representation”, Σ(V ) is block diag-
onal, each diagonal block carrying one of the matrices
σ(α), α = 1, . . . , V . By construction, Σ(V ) has dimen-
sion V (V − 1) = 2B and is symmetric. Because of the
factor two, it is necessary in “bond representation” to
double the bond label and to use directed bonds (bd).
This is done by arranging the B bonds (αβ) in lexico-
graphical order (so that always α < β), and by map-
ping the resulting sequence onto the sequence of integers
b = 1, . . . , B. To double the bond label we refer to the
bonds just constructed by a double label (b+). To ev-
ery such “directed bond” (αβ) with α < β we consider
the bond (βα) and label it as (b−). The number of di-
rected bonds (bd) with d = ± constructed in that way
is 2B. In the repesentation of directed bonds the ma-
trix σ(α) with elements σ
(α)
βγ is mapped onto the matrix
σαβ,αγ = σbd,b′d′ , with the bond labels b (b
′) determined
by (α, β) (by (α, γ), respectively), with d = + (d = −)
for α < β (for α > β, respectively), and correspondingly
for d′. In bond representation, the matrix Σ is written as
Σ(B) and its elements are written as Σbd,b′d′ . The map
Σ(V ) → Σ(B) involves an identical rearrangement of rows
and columns. Therefore, Σ(B) is also symmetric. As for
point (iii), we arrange the elements τ
(α)
β in Eq. (2) that
describe scattering from lead α to bond (αβ) in the form
of a rectangular matrix T with elements Tα,bd. The in-
dex α runs over all Λ leads, so that T has Λ rows and 2B
columns. The element Tα,bd is non-zero for every directed
bond (bd) coupled to lead α by the element τ
(α)
β , with b
determined by (αβ) and d = + (d = −) for α < β (for
α > β, respectively). The element τ
(β)
γ at the right end of
3each term in Eq. (3) is correspondingly written as T Tβγ,β
with T denoting the transpose. (iii) Amplitude prop-
agation on the directed bonds (bd) is described by the
matrix σd1 exp{ikL}. In bond representation the matrix
exp{ikL} is diagonal with elements δbb′δdd′ exp{ikLb}.
For fixed b the diagonal elements are the same for d = +
and for d = −. The matrix σd1 is the direct product of
the first Pauli spin matrix in the two-dimensional space
of directions d and the unit matrix in bond space. The
matrix σd1 reverses the direction of all bonds. Introduc-
tion of the factor σd1 is necessary in order for the terms
in Eq. (3) to attain the form of a matrix product. With
these definitions, Eq. (3) takes the form
Sαβ(k) = ρ
(α)δαβ
+
∑
bdd′
Tα,bd exp{ikLb}(σd1)bd,bd′T Tbd′,β
+
∑
bdd′′,b′d′
Tα,bd exp{ikLb}(σd1)bd,bd′′Σbd′′,b′d′
× exp{ikLb′}(σd1)b′d′,b′d′′′T Tb′d′′′,β
+ . . . . (4)
Carrying out the summation in Eq. (4) we obtain
Sαβ(k) = ρ
(α)δαβ +
∑
bd,b′d′
Tα,bd(W−1)bd,b′d′T Tb′d′,β (5)
or in matrix notation
Sαβ(k) = δαβρ
(α) +
(T W−1T T )
αβ
(6)
where
W = exp{−ikL}σd1 − Σ(B) . (7)
Since exp{−ikL}σd1 is symmetric, so is the matrix W .
Without loss of generality we may assume that ρ(α) is real
for all α = 1, . . . ,Λ. Indeed, for non-real ρ(α) we write
ρ(α) = exp{2iδα}ρ˜(α) with both δα and ρ˜(α) real. The
transformation Sαβ → exp{−iδα}Sαβ exp{−iδβ} then
removes all elastic scattering phase shifts δα.
The S matrix must be unitary and, for a time-reversal
invariant system, symmetric. Both properties follow from
Eqs. (6) and (7) and from the fact that W is symmetric.
We mention in passing that our definitions differ from
the ones used in Refs. [7, 8] where the factor σd1 is part
of the matrix Σ(B). In Ref. [25] the factor σd1 in Eq. (7)
was erroneously omitted. That factor eventually drops
out of the calculation, however. Therefore, all results in
Ref. [25] remain unchanged.
IV. AVERAGES OVER THE WAVE NUMBER k
AND ERGODICITY
While in Hamiltonian systems averages of products of
S-matrix elements are taken over energy, in graph the-
ory such averages are taken over the wave number k.
These are indicated by angular brackets. In Hamiltonian
systems, averages over energy of a product containing
P ≥ 1 elements of S and Q ≥ 1 elements of S∗ can-
not, in general, be carried out in closed form because
the poles of S and those of S∗ lie on opposite sides of
the real energy axis, precluding the evaluation of the av-
erages by contour integration. For quantum graphs the
exact evaluation of the average over k is possible provided
the averaging interval is large compared to the minimum
difference between any two Lb’s. Because of the incom-
mensurability of the lengths Lb, the average over k is
then equivalent [7, 8] to a phase average so that for any
function F [exp{ikLb1}, exp{ikLb2}, . . .] we have
〈F [exp{ikLb1}, exp{ikLb2}, . . .]〉k
= (1/(2pi))B
B∏
i=1
∫ 2pi
0
dφbiF [exp{iφb1}, exp{iφb2}, . . .]
= 〈F [exp{iφb1}, exp{iφb2}, . . .]〉φ . (8)
The last line defines the phase average. For graphs
the B independent integrations over the angles φb, b =
1, . . . , B, can be done using supersymmetry. The re-
markable identity (8) follows [8] from an ergodicity ar-
gument. If the Lb are incommensurate, the flow in k
(viewed as a flow in time) on the B-dimensional torus
(exp{ikLb1}, exp{ikLb2}, . . .) covers the torus densely.
As the length of the averaging interval tends to infin-
ity, the average over “time” (i.e., over k) can be replaced
by an average over phase space (i.e., over the phases φb).
We compare Eq. (8) with the corresponding result
in RMT. In RMT, the average of an observable O(E)
that depends on a random-matrix Hamiltonian with
fixed symmetry is calculated as an ensemble average
〈O(E)〉RM. The quantity of physical interest is the av-
erage 〈O(E)〉E of O(E) over energy E for a given real-
ization of the ensemble. The equality of both averages
does not hold automatically for all observables or for all
realizations of the ensemble and is controlled by the er-
godicity criterion [9]〈(
〈O(E)〉RM − 〈O(E)〉E
)2〉
RM
= 0 . (9)
All terms in Eq. (9) are ensemble averages or products
thereof. Hence, Eq. (9) can, in principle, be tested in
the framework of RMT for every observable. If fulfilled,
Eq. (9) guarantees the equality of both averages for al-
most all members of the ensemble, i.e., with the excep-
tion of a set of measure zero. The excluded set contains
integrable and other Hamiltonians that do not generate
RMT fluctuations. These are so sparse that they do not
contribute to the ensemble average in Eq. (9). In the
case of graphs, Eq. (8) unconditionally guarantees the
equality of wave-number average and phase average for
all graphs with incommensurate bond lengths. We dis-
play the close analogy between Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) by
grouping graphs into classes. A class C is defined by the
set of all graphs with the same number V of vertices and
4with the same V matrices Γ(α) in Eqs. (2) that define
the boundary conditions at each vertex. Graphs in C dif-
fer only in the lengths Lb of the bonds. A given class
C contains both, graphs with incommensurate and with
commensurate bond lengths. With these definitions, the
phase average on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) can be
read as an ensemble average over all graphs in C. In-
deed, with all Lb obeying Lmin ≤ Lb ≤ Lmax, we may
decrease Lmin and/or increase Lmax such that for fixed
k, the quantity k(Lmax − Lmin) = k∆L is a multiple of
2pi. Then for any function F (exp{ikLb}) we have
1
∆L
∫ Lmax
Lmin
dLb F (exp{ikLb})
=
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφb F (exp{iφb}) . (10)
This statement is restricted, of course, to the Lb-
dependence due to the propagator amplitudes exp{ikLb}.
It does not apply to any additional dependence on bond
lengths Lb that arises, for instance, from the dependence
of the matrices W in Eq. (22) on κp and κ˜q. Eqs. (8)
and (10) show that for every graph in C with incommen-
surate bond lengths, the k average 〈...〉k agrees with the
ensemble average 〈...〉{Lb}. That statement can be cast
into a form similar to Eq. (9),〈(〈
F [exp{ikLb1}, exp{ikLb2}, . . .]
〉
k
−〈F [exp{ikLb1}, exp{ikLb2}, . . .]〉{Lb}
)2〉
{Lb}
= 0 .
(11)
Eq. (11) holds because among the real numbers, the ratio-
nal numbers form a subset of measure zero, and the same
is true of graphs in C with commensurate bond lengths
in relation to the totality of all graphs in C. Eqs. (9) and
(11) display the close similarity of the ergodicity argu-
ment for RMT and for graphs. The difference is that in
the case of graphs, we know analytically which graphs
belong to the excluded subset of measure zero, we know
that Eq (8) holds strictly for graphs with incommensu-
rate bond lengths, and that a test of Eq. (11) is, therefore,
redundant.
V. AVERAGE S MATRIX
To calculate 〈Sαβ〉 we use Eq. (8) and phase average
every term of the series in Eq. (4). All terms containing
factors exp{ikLb} vanish and we obtain
〈Sαβ(k)〉 = δαβρ(α) . (12)
As usual, we decompose S into an average part and a
fluctuating part,
S(k) = 〈S〉+ Sfl(k) (13)
and have from Eqs. (12) and (6)
Sfl(k) = T W−1T T . (14)
It also follows from Eq. (4) that the average of the prod-
uct of any number of S-matrix elements (not containing
any element S∗) is equal to the product of the averages.
Thus for arbitrary positive integer K and for any choice
of the set {αi, βi, ki} with i = 1, . . . ,K we have
〈 K∏
i=1
Sαiβi(ki)
〉
=
K∏
i=1
〈
Sαiβi
〉
. (15)
That same relation holds in RMT.
It is of interest to compare Eqs. (12) to (14) with the
corresponding results in a Hamiltonian theory of reso-
nance scattering. After removal of all elastic scattering
phase shifts and with E denoting the energy one writes
there the matrix S in the form [26, 27]
Sαβ(E) = δαβ − 2ipi
∑
µν
Wαµ(D
−1(E))µνWνβ (16)
where
Dµν(E) = δµνE −Hµν + ipi
Λ∑
γ=1
WµγWγν . (17)
By virtue of the coupling matrix elements Wµα = Wαµ,
the eigenvalues of the N -dimensional Hamiltonian matrix
H give rise to N scattering resonances. Without reso-
nances, i.e., for Wαµ = 0 for all α, the S matrix equals
the unit matrix. The energy average of the S matrix (16)
is [27]
〈Sαβ〉E = δαβ 1− xα
1 + xα
(18)
with
xα =
pi2
d
1
N
N∑
µ=1
W 2αµ . (19)
Here d is the mean spacing of the resonances (of the eigen-
values of H).
The standard interpretation (see Ref. [27]) of 〈S〉E
identifies the average over energy with the fast part of
the reaction. The unitarity deficit of 〈S〉E , expressed in
terms of the “transmissions coefficients”
Tα = 1− |〈Sαα〉E |2 , (20)
measures the flux that populates the long-lived reso-
nances of the system. That interpretation also applies
to graphs. Indeeed, Eqs. (12) and (20) and the unitarity
of Γ(α) give
Tα =
∑
β
|τ (α)β |2 (21)
5so that Tα is indeed the total coupling strength connect-
ing lead α with the graph. But here the analogy between
scattering on graphs and scattering by Hamiltonian sys-
tems ends. While for fixed average coupling strength
(1/N)
∑
µW
2
αµ the coefficient xα in Eq. (19) changes
with the density (1/d) of the resonances (caused, for in-
stance, by an increase of the dimension N of the Hamil-
tonian matrix), the analogous coefficient ρ(α) in Eq. (12)
is totally independent of the number V of vertices on the
graph and, thus, of the density of resonances. The de-
pendence of xα on 1/d is intuitively understood as due
to the fact that the sum of the eigenphases of S increases
by pi over the width of a resonance. Averaging over the
ensuing motion of the elements of S in the complex plane
yields a subunitary average S matrix. The complete lack
of any dependence of 〈Sαα〉 in Eq. (12) on 1/d is for-
mally due to the fact that whenever there is scattering
from vertex α onto any bond in the graph, propagation
along that bond causes the resulting contribution to 〈S〉
to vanish. In physical terms that lack implies that every
resonance on the graph gives on average a vanishing con-
tribution. In view of these distinct differences it is not
obvious that the fluctuation properties of the S matrix
for chaotic scattering on graphs and for a random-matrix
model of the Hamiltonian H in Eq. (17) should coincide.
VI. GENERATING FUNCTION
With all moments of S determined by Eq. (15) we turn
to the calculation of moments involving elements of both
S and S∗. In view of the decomposition (13) all such
moments can be expressed in terms of the (P,Q) corre-
lation functions of the fluctuating part of the S matrix,
defined as the average of a product of P elements of Sfl
with arguments k + κp, p = 1, . . . , P and Q elements of
Sfl∗ with arguments k − κ˜q, q = 1, . . . , Q. Without loss
of generality we assume P ≥ Q ≥ 1. In view of Eq. (14)
it suffices to work out the (P,Q) correlation function of
W−1 defined as〈 P∏
p=1
W−1bpdp,b′pd′p(k + κp)
Q∏
q=1
(W−1bqdq,b′qd′q (k − κ˜q))∗
〉
.
(22)
Let A denote a symmetric matrix in directed bond
space that has non-zero elements only in the positions
(bpdp, b
′
pd
′
p),
Abd,b′d′ = δbbpδb′b′pδddpδd′d′p + δbb′pδb′bpδdd′pδd′dp . (23)
We use the identity
W−1bpdp,b′pd′p =
1
4
∂
∂j
det(W + jA)
det(W − jA)
∣∣∣∣
j=0
(24)
and write the (P,Q)-correlation function (22) as
(P,Q) =
1
4P+Q
P∏
p=1
Q∏
q=1
∂
∂jp
∂
∂j˜q
G
∣∣∣∣
j1=...=j˜Q=0
. (25)
The generating function G is defined as
G =
P∏
p=1
det(W + jpA(p))
det(W − jpA(p))
Q∏
q=1
det(W∗ + j˜qA˜(q))
det(W∗ − j˜qA˜(q))
, (26)
with A(p) and A˜(q) defined analogously to A in Eq. (23).
VII. AVERAGING THE GENERATING
FUNCTION
To average G we use the supersymmetry approach of
Refs. [10, 28] in the version of Refs. [7, 8]. We aim at
a representation which, although closely patterned af-
ter Ref. [8], is self-contained. That seems advisable be-
cause our treatment extends that of Ref. [8] to the general
(P,Q) correlation function.
For p = 1, . . . , P and q = 1, . . . , Q we define the ma-
trices
B−1p± = Σ(B) ∓ jpA(p) , B˜−1q± = Σ(B) ∓ j˜qA˜(q) . (27)
In directed bond space we define
Tp = exp{i(k+κp)L/2} , Tq = exp{i(k− κ˜q)L/2} . (28)
From Eq. (7) we have
W(k + κp)± jpAp = T ∗p σd1(1− Tpσd1B−1p±Tp)T ∗p . (29)
Inserting that and the corresponding expression for W∗
into Eq. (26) we see that the factors T ∗p , T
∗
q and the
factors detσd1 cancel in numerator and denominator. We
obtain
G =
P∏
p=1
det(1− Tpσd1B−1p+Tp)
det(1− Tpσd1B−1p−Tp)
×
Q∏
q=1
det(1− T ∗q σd1 B˜−1∗q+ T ∗q )
det(1− T ∗q σd1 B˜−1∗q− T ∗q )
. (30)
To write G as a superintegral, we define the 8PB-
dimensional supervector ψ+ (the 8BQ-dimensional su-
pervector ψ−, respectively), both with complex commut-
ing (s = 1) or anticommuting (s = 2) elements. The
factors 2BP and 2BQ account for the dimension of di-
rected bond space and for the occurrence of the P (Q)
factors in Eq. (30). A factor 2 is due to supersymmetry
with s = 1, 2. Another factor 2 is due to the additional
index x = 1, 2. That index is introduced as a prepara-
tory step for the treatment of time-reversal invariance.
We combine ψ+ and ψ− into a single supervector ψ and
define ψ˜ = ψ†. We write the generating function as
G =
P∏
p=1
SDetBp
Q∏
q=1
SDetB˜∗q
∫
d(ψ˜, ψ) exp{−A(ψ˜, ψ)}
(31)
6where SDet denotes the superdeterminant and where
A(ψ˜, ψ) = ψ˜+A+ψ+ + ψ˜−A−ψ− . (32)
The matrices A+ (A−) have dimensions 8BP (8BQ, re-
spectively) and carry the indices {pbdsx} ({qbdsx}, re-
spectively). Moreover, the matricesA+ andA− are block
diagonal and contain the P matrices Ap, p = 1, . . . , P
(the Q matrices A˜q, q = 1, . . . , Q, respectively) as diago-
nal blocks. These are defined by
Ap =
(
1 Tp
Tp Bpσd1
)
, A˜q =
(
1 T ∗q
T ∗q B˜∗qσd1
)
. (33)
With σs3 the third Pauli spin matrix in two-dimensional
superspace labeled s = 1, 2 and in analogy to Eqs. (27)
the 4B dimensional supermatrices Bp and B˜∗q are defined
by
B−1p = Σ(B) − σs3jpA(p) , B˜−1q = Σ(B) − σs3 j˜qA˜(q) . (34)
All the matrices in Eqs. (33) and (34) are diagonal in
superspace.
To account for time-reversal invariance we define
Ψ =
1√
2
(
ψ
σd1 ψ˜
T
)
, Ψ˜ =
1√
2
(
ψ˜ , ψTσd1σ
s
3
)
, (35)
and, for all the supermatrices (jointly denoted by ω) in-
troduced above,
Ω =
(
ω 0
0 σd1ω
Tσd1
)
. (36)
The matrix σd1 accounts for time reversal in directed bond
space d = ±. The two new dimensions introduced by
Eqs. (35) and (36) are denoted by the index t = 1, 2.
We note that the dimensions of the supervectors ψ and
ψ˜ remain unchanged. In the associated two-dimensional
space we define
τ = σd1
(
0 σs3
1 0
)
. (37)
Then, Ψ = τΨ˜T . The generating function is now given
by
G =
P∏
p=1
SDetBp
Q∏
q=1
SDetB˜∗q
∫
d(ψ˜, ψ) exp{−A(Ψ˜,Ψ)}
(38)
where
A(Ψ˜,Ψ) = Ψ˜+A+Ψ+ + Ψ˜−A−Ψ− . (39)
The function A(Ψ˜,Ψ) differs from the function A(ψ˜, ψ)
defined in Eq. (32). It also differs from the function
A(Ψ˜,Ψ, Z˜, Z) defined in Eq. (41) below. In the sense of
Eq. (36), the matrices A± in Eq. (39) are extensions of
the corresponding matrices in Eqs. (32), and analogously
for the matrices in Eq. (34).
We use Eq. (8) and write the k average of G as a phase
average over all φb = kLb. The latter average is calcu-
lated with the help of the colour-flavour transformation
of Ref. [29]. In general we have P > Q, and we must
use that transformation in its most general form. The
integrals over products of bond propagation amplitudes
are mapped onto integrals over supermatrices Z and Z˜.
We obtain
〈G〉φ =
P∏
p=1
SDetBp
Q∏
q=1
SDetB˜∗q
∫
d(ψ˜, ψ)
∫
d(Z˜, Z)
× exp{−A(Ψ˜,Ψ, Z˜, Z)} (40)
where the action now has the form
A(Ψ˜,Ψ, Z˜, Z) = Ψ˜1A11Ψ1 + Ψ˜2A22Ψ2 . (41)
The indices are those of the auxiliary label x = 1, 2. The
matrices A11 and A22 each have dimension 8B(P + Q)
and, in retarded/advanced space, are given by
A11 =
(
1 Zz−
Zτz+ 1
)
,
A22 =
(B+σd1 Z˜τz−
Z˜z+ B˜∗−σd1
)
. (42)
Here B+ (B˜∗−) has dimension 8BP (8BQ), is block di-
agonal, and carries the P matrices Bp (the Q matrices
B˜∗q , respectively) in the diagonal blocks. Without change
of notation Bp and B˜∗q now denote the supermatrices ob-
tained from the supermatrices in Eqs. (34) by the dou-
bling of matrix dimensions in Eq. (36). The matrices
z± are block diagonal and in each block p = 1, . . . , P or
q = 1, . . . , Q given by
(z+)p = exp{iκpL} , (z−)q = exp{iκ˜qL} . (43)
In the general case P > Q the supermatrices Z and Z˜
are rectangular, Z having 8BP rows and 8BQ columns,
and conversely for Z˜. Both Z and Z˜ are diagonal in
bond space. For each bond index b, the bond-diagonal
submatrices Zb are normalized according to∫
d(Zb, Z˜b)SDet(1− ZbZ˜b) = 1 . (44)
The integration measure is the flat Berezinian. In Boson-
Fermion block notation, Z and Z˜ have the form
Z =
(
ZBB ZBF
ZFB ZFF
)
, Z˜ =
(
Z˜BB Z˜BF
Z˜FB Z˜FF
)
, (45)
with
Z˜BB = Z
†
BB and Z˜FF = −Z†FF . (46)
The eigenvalues of the positive definite Hermitian matrix
Z†BBZBB are smaller than unity. The matrices
Zτ = τZT τ−1 and Z˜τ = τZ˜T τ−1 (47)
7are simple transforms of Z and Z˜, respectively, with τ
defined in Eq. (37). In the retarded/advanced block no-
tation of Eq. (42), the matrices Zb (Z˜b) occur only in
the retarded/advanced (in the advanced/retarded) non-
diagonal blocks. This directly reflects the fact that Zb
and Z˜b arise from averaging the product of two propaga-
tion amplitudes, one from the retarded and one from the
advanced diagonal blocks, respectively.
The supervectors ψ, ψ˜ can be integrated out. The pref-
actor
∏P
p=1 SDetBp
∏Q
q=1 SDetB˜∗q cancels out, and the av-
eraged generating function is (here and in what follows,
we suppress the index φ on the averages)
〈G〉 =
∫
d(Z˜, Z) e−A(Z˜,Z) , (48)
where A(Z˜, Z) denotes the action
A(Z˜, Z) = −STr ln(1− ZZ˜)
+
1
2
STr ln(1− Zz−Zτz+)
+
1
2
STr ln(1− z+σd1B−1+ Z˜τσd1z−B˜−1∗− Z˜) (49)
and STr the supertrace. Up to this point our results are
exact.
VIII. SADDLE-POINT APPROXIMATION
We calculate 〈G〉 using the saddle-point approxima-
tion. We neglect small terms by putting z± = 1 and
A(j) = 0, A˜(j) = 0 for all j. Variation of the resulting
action A0 with respect to any element of Z and the re-
lations (47) yield [8] the saddle-point equation
Z˜
1
1− ZZ˜ = Z
τ 1
1− ZZτ . (50)
Variation of A0 with respect to any element of Z˜ yields
correspondingly
1
1− ZZ˜ Z =
1
1− ΣZ˜τΣZ˜ΣZ˜
τΣ . (51)
Here Σ is block diagonal in retarded-advanced space and
is a multiple of the unit matrix in superspace. In all
retarded (advanced) blocks Σ carries the matrix σd1Σ
(B)
(the matrix σd1(Σ
(B))∗, respectively). As in Eq. (7) the
factors σd1 are needed to ensure proper matrix multi-
plication in directed bond space. We have used that
(σd1Σ
(B))τ = σd1Σ
(B), see Eq. (47). Eq. (50) implies
Z˜ = Zτ . The saddle-point equations (51) hold if (i)
ZΣ = ΣZ and if (ii) σd1Σ
(B)σd1(Σ
(B))∗ = 1. Condition
(ii) is fulfilled if and only if Σ(V )(Σ(V ))∗ = 1. We re-
call that Σ(V ) is block-diagonal, each block carrying one
of the matrices σ(α) defined in Eqs. (2). These obey
σ(α)(σ(α))∗ = 1 for all α > Λ. We put Σ(V )(Σ(V ))∗ = 1
throughout and account for the deviation due to the
blocks α ≤ Λ presently. As for condition (i), we pro-
ceed as in Refs. [7, 8] and write the universal saddle-point
solutions Zsp and Z˜sp as
Zsppbdst,qb′d′s′t′ = δbb′δdd′Ypst,qs′t′ ,
Z˜spqbdst,pb′d′s′t′ = δbb′δdd′Y˜qst,ps′t′ , (52)
where the former label x is replaced by t. Eqs. (52)
guarantee that condition (i) is fulfilled. In retarded-
advanced block representation, the matrix Y (Y˜ ) has
non-vanishing elements only in the retarded-advanced
block (in the advanced-retarded block, respectively). As
for Z, the eigenvalues of the positive definite Hermi-
tian matrix Y †BBYBB must be smaller than unity. The
matrices Y and Y˜ are linked by the symmetry proper-
ties (45) and (46). The independent variables in the ma-
trices Y and Y˜ span the saddle-point manifold. Using
Σ(V )(Σ(V ))∗ = 1 and Eqs. (52) in Eq. (49) we find that
the saddle-point action A0 vanishes.
Corrections to A0 = 0 are due to deviations from
Σ(B)(Σ(B))∗ = 1, and from z± = 1. As for the former,
we consider the last term of the action (49) (taken at the
saddle point) for z± = 1,
1
2
STr ln(1− ΣΣ∗Y Y˜ ) . (53)
We use the fact that in the space of directed bonds, both
Y and Y˜ are multiples of the unit matrix. We write
the term (53) for every block p in vertex representation.
For each diagonal block α ≤ Λ in the matrix Σ(V ) we
use the first of Eqs. (2), suppressing the index α. With ρ
real, the unitary and symmetric matrix Γ can be unitarily
transformed into(
ρ exp{iφ1}T 1/2 0
exp{iφ1}T 1/2 −ρ exp{2iφ1} 0
0 0 δµν exp{iφµ}
)
.
(54)
Here µ, ν = 3, . . . , V − 1. The transmission coefficient T
is defined in Eq. (21), the phases φ1 and φµ are real and
arbitrary. Eq. (54) shows that σσ∗ differs from the unit
matrix only in the first diagonal element which is 1− T .
Using that fact for all α ≤ Λ in the term (53) and the
resulting expression in the action (49), we obtain in the
exponent of Eq. (48) the “channel-coupling term”
CC = −1
2
Λ∑
α=1
STrpst ln
(
1 + T (α)
Y Y˜
1− Y Y˜
)
. (55)
The trace extends only over the indices indicated. Con-
cerning the deviations from z± = 1, we expand [7] z± and
the action A in Eq. (49) around the saddle-point value
A0 = 0 up to first order in κp and κ˜q, putting ΣΣ∗ = 1.
With
〈dR〉 = 1
pi
∑
b
Lb (56)
8the average level density [20], we obtain in the exponent
of Eq. (48) the “symmetry-breaking term”
SB = ipi〈dR〉
(
STrpstκ
1
1− Y Y˜ + STrqstκ˜
1
1− Y˜ Y
)
.
(57)
The matrix κ is δss′δtt′δpp′κp, and correspondingly for κ˜.
Collecting results we obtain
〈G〉 =
∫
d(Y, Y˜ )
(
. . .
)
exp{CC + SB} . (58)
The term in big round brackets denotes the “source
terms” (terms in A that are proportional to one of the
variables jp, j˜q in Eq. (27)). According to Eq. (25) these
terms are needed to first order in every jp, j˜q only. How-
ever, expanding the action (49) and subsequently the ex-
ponential in Eq. (48) in powers of all the j’s creates a
multitude of terms even if we keep only terms to first or-
der. That is why these are not given here explicitly. For
specific applications they are worked out in Sections X
and XI. The integration measure in Eq. (58) is again the
flat Berezinian.
IX. MASSIVE MODES
In the derivation of Eq. (58) we have taken into account
only the universal form (52) of the saddle-point solution.
We have neglected all other parts of the matrices Z and
Z˜. In Sections X and XI we show that the resulting
generating function 〈G〉 in Eq. (58) gives rise to universal
results for the S matrix of chaotic scattering. This fact
motivates our neglect: In this paper we use graph theory
as a tool to generate universal results without resorting
to random-matrix theory.
Nevertheless we must address the question whether the
neglect leading to Eq. (58) is justified. Technically the
approximation leading to Eq. (58) is referred to as the
“neglect of massive modes”. (While the saddle-point so-
lution corresponds to the zero mode of the problem, other
parts of the matrices Z and Z˜ give rise to Gaussian su-
perintegrals. The factors in the exponents play the role of
masses.) Are there special graphs for which the universal
saddle-point solution (52) is actually correct? Or is the
neglect of massive modes perhaps even justified for all
chaotic graphs? Ref. [24] demonstrates the existence of
non-statistical resonance scattering on chaotic quantum
graphs, refuting such hopes and underlining the need to
establish the conditions under which the massive modes
can be neglected. While a full treatment of that problem
is beyond the scope of the present paper, we offer a con-
jecture that is based upon the following considerations.
For closed quantum graphs, the neglect of massive
modes has been investigated [30, 31] with the help of
the supersymmetry approach. The issue was quantum
ergodicity. A graph is said to be quantum ergodic if in
the semiclassical limit the moduli of the eigenfunctions
are spread uniformly over the graph. Naively one might
expect chaotic quantum graphs to be quantum ergodic.
However, the existence of scars on graphs [22] refutes
that expectation. Therefore, quantum ergodicity cannot
be expected to hold universally for chaotic graphs. On
the other hand, quantum ergodicity emerges in the su-
persymmetry approach [30, 31] as a universal property
of graphs if the massive modes are neglected. Therefore,
such neglect can apply only under special conditions.
In Refs. [30, 31] such conditions have been formulated
in terms of the analogue of our matrix Σ(B). In con-
trast to the present case, for closed graphs that matrix
contains exclusively the elements of the unitary matrices
σ(α) appearing in the second of Eqs. (2). For sequences of
graphs with monotonically increasing vertex number V
the neglect of massive modes is asymptotically (V →∞)
justified [30, 31] if the spectrum of eigenvalues of the ma-
trix |(σd1Σ(B))bd,b′d′ |2 possesses a gap separating it from
zero.
In chaotic scattering the statistics of wave functions
is important, too. That fact is known from the RMT
approach to chaotic scattering [27]. The eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of the random Hamiltonian H in Eqs. (16)
and (17) are uncorrelated random variables. The fluctu-
ations of the S matrix are dominated [27] by the fluc-
tuations of the eigenfunctions both in the limit of very
weakly overlapping resonances (where the fluctuations of
the eigenvalues are totally unimportant) and in the limit
of strongly overlapping resonances (where a picket-fence
model for the eigenvalues [14] gives the same result as
a full RMT treatment). Conversely, deviations of the
eigenfunctions from RMT statistics may give rise to non-
universal scattering. For chaotic quantum graphs, that
has been shown for “topological resonances” [24]. These
correspond to poles of the S matrix that can be moved
to the real k axis by continuously changing some bond
lengths, giving rise to a bound state embedded in the con-
tinuum. Physically, a topological resonance is related to
a “cycle” (a closed loop on the graph). When the lengths
of the bonds forming the cycle become rationally depen-
dent, the resulting bound-state eigenfunction is localized
on the cycle and, thus, very far from being uniformly
distributed over the graph.
In view of these facts we conjecture that a prerequi-
site for universal chaotic scattering on an open chaotic
quantum graph is quantum ergodicity of the correspond-
ing closed graph (obtained by letting all coefficients τ
(α)
β
in Eqs. (2) tend to zero). Quantitatively we conjecture
that the criterion establishing quantum ergodicity for
closed graphs [30, 31] applies equally in the present case:
The spectrum of our matrix |(σd1Σ(B))bd,b′d′ |2 (which con-
tains Λ subunitary matrices σ(α)) should asymptotically
(V → ∞ with Λ fixed) have a gap separating it from
zero. The proof would require a special investigation.
The completely connected graphs defined in Section II
contain many loops and may, thus, not obey our criterion.
However, with a slight change of notation that allows for
missing bonds, our derivation also holds for other types
of connected graphs.
9X. TWO-POINT FUNCTION
In the framework of the Hamiltonian approach of
Eqs. (16) and (17) and with H replaced by an ensem-
ble of random matrices with orthogonal symmetry, the
S-matrix two-point function was worked out in Ref. [10]
as an ensemble average. Using the universal saddle-point
solutions (52), we now calculate the S-matrix two-point
correlation function for a single chaotic time-reversal in-
variant quantum graph and show that it coincides with
the RMT result.
We consider the average generating function 〈G〉 in
Eqs. (58), (55) and (57) for the case (P,Q) = (1, 1) where
the matrices Y and Y˜ are both square matrices of dimen-
sion four carrying indices (st, s′t′). The summation over
p in Eq. (55) is redundant. In the symmetry-breaking
term we put κ1 = κ = κ˜1. Then
SB (1, 1) = 2ipiκ〈dR〉STrst
(
1
1− Y Y˜
)
. (59)
The part of the action (49) at the saddle point that is
relevant for the source terms is for z+ = 1 = z− given by
1
2
STr ln(1− σd1B−1+ Y σd1 B˜−1∗− Y˜ ) . (60)
Differentiation of with respect to jp with p = 1 and to j˜q
with q = 1 yields
STrst
(
Y σd1(Σ
(B))∗Y˜
× 1
1− σd1Σ(B)Y σd1(Σ(B))∗Y˜
σd1σ
s
3
)
bpdp,b′pd
′
p
×STrst
(
Y˜
1
1− σd1Σ(B)Y σd1(Σ(B))∗Y˜
×σd1Σ(B)Y σd1σs3
)
bqdq,b′qd
′
q
+STrst
([
Y˜
1
1− σd1Σ(B)Y σd1(Σ(B))∗Y˜
σd1σ
s
3
]
bpdp,bqdq
×
[
Y
1
1− σd1(Σ(B))∗Y˜ σd1Σ(B)Y
σd1σ
s
3
]
b′pd
′
p,b
′
qd
′
q
)
+STrst
([
Y˜
1
1− σd1Σ(B)Y σd1(Σ(B))∗Y˜
σd1σ
s
3
]
bpdp,b′qd
′
q
×
[
Y
1
1− σd1(Σ(B))∗Y˜ σd1Σ(B)Y
σd1σ
s
3
]
b′pd
′
p,bqdq
)
.
(61)
To calculate 〈SflαβSfl∗γδ 〉 we use Eq. (5), multiply expres-
sion (61) with Tα,bpdp , with T ∗γ,bqdq , with Tβ,b′pd′p , and with
T ∗δ,b′qd′q , and sum over the indices {bpdp, b′pd′p, bqdq, b′qd′q}.
We rewrite the resulting expression in vertex space and
apply the unitary transformation that brings all matri-
ces σ(α) into the form (54). That same transformation
applied to the vector Tα,bd (fixed α) yields a vector the
components of which are all zero except for the first one
that has the value exp{iφ(α)1 }(T (α))1/2. Combining the
result with Eqs. (25), (55) and (59) we obtain
〈SflαβSfl∗γδ 〉 =
1
16
∫
d(Y, Y˜ ) Fαβγδ
× exp
{
− 1
2
Λ∑
τ=1
STrst ln
(
1 + T (τ)
Y Y˜
1− Y Y˜
)}
× exp
{
2ipiκ〈dR〉STrst
(
1
1− Y Y˜
)}
(62)
where
Fαβγδ = δαβδγδ〈Sαα〉T (α)〈S∗γγ〉T (γ)
×STrst
(
1
1− Y Y˜ + T (α)Y Y˜ Y Y˜ σ
s
3
)
×STrst
(
1
1− Y˜ Y + T (γ)Y˜ Y Y˜ Y σ
s
3
)
+
1
2
(
δαγδβδ + δαδδβγ
)
T (α)T (β)
×
{
STrst
(
1
1− Y Y˜ + T (α)Y Y˜ σ
s
3Y
× 1
1− Y˜ Y + T (β)Y˜ Y σ
s
3Y˜
)
+ (α↔ β)
}
.(63)
We note that the phases appearing in expression (54)
have cancelled. Eqs. (62) and (63) give the two-point
function for chaotic scattering on graphs in terms of a
superintegral.
It is not necessary to work out the remaining integra-
tions because we now show that the result in Eqs. (62)
and (63) coincides with the one obtained in RMT [10]
where these remaining steps have been carried out. Equa-
tions in Ref. [10] are denoted by a prefixed letter V . In
the comparison allowance must be made for the different
definitions of the symbols STr and trg used in the two
approaches.
We recall that in retarded-advanced representation the
matrices Y and Y˜ occupy the non-diagonal blocks. We
denote the corresponding blocks of the solution of the
saddle-point equation of Ref. [10] by σ12 and σ21. In
Ref. [10] the saddle-point manifold is parametrized in the
form T−1c σDTc where the matrix σD is block diagonal and
proportional to the unit matrix (minus the unit matrix)
in the retarded (the advanced block, respectively). We
use Eq. (V.D.19) for Tc and obtain
σ12 = t12
√
1 + t21t12 , σ21 = t21
√
1 + t12t21 . (64)
(A common proportionality constant has been removed
by scaling). The non-linear transformation (64) from the
variables in σ12 and σ21 with a flat integration measure
to the variables in t12 and t21 gives rise to the non-flat
integration measure dµ(t) appearing in Eq. (V.7.23) and
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given in Eq. (V.8.4). We use the analogous substitutions
for the matrices Y and Y˜ ,
Y = ty12
√
1 + ty21t
y
12 , Y˜ = t
y
21
√
1 + ty12t
y
21 . (65)
Since the integration measure d(Y, Y˜ ) is flat and since the
transformations (64) and (65) are identical in form, the
integration measure dµ(ty) for the variables in ty12 and t
y
21
has the same form as dµ(t) provided that the symmetry
properties of ty12 and t
y
21 and of t12 and t21 are the same.
The matrices ty12 and t
y
21 share the symmetry properties
of Y and Y˜ in Eqs. (45) and (46). Table D.3 of Ref. [10]
shows that these are also the symmetry properies of t12
and t21. Therefore, a direct comparison of the two-point
function given in Eq. (V.7.23) with that for the quantum
graph (the latter expressed in terms of ty12 and t
y
21) is
meaningful.
With the definitions α1 = 2t12t21 and α2 = 2t21t12 in
Eq. (V.7.20), the channel coupling term in Eq. (V.7.23)
coincides with the one in Eq. (62). In the symmetry-
breaking term in Eq. (V.7.23) we must replace energies
by wave numbers. We identify the inverse 1/d of the
mean level spacing d with the average level density 〈dR〉.
The definition (V.3.12a) of the energy difference ε implies
the substitution ε→ −2κ. Then the symmetry-breaking
term in Eq. (V.7.23) becomes equal to the one in Eq. (62).
For the source terms we use the text below Eqs. (V.3.12c)
and (V.7.12)) and identify both I(1) and I(2) with σs3δtt′ .
Then the source terms in Eq. (V.7.23) become equal to
the terms in Eq. (59), including the numerical factors.
According to Eq. (V.8.6b) the factor c in Eq. (V.7.23) is
equal to unity. Therefore, the entire expression (V.7.23)
coincides with our result in Eqs. (62) and (63).
We have shown that the two-point function of the S
matrix for a chaotic quantum graph coincides with the
RMT result. The explicit form of that function is given
in Eq. (V.8.10) and need not be repeated here.
XI. ERICSON REGIME
Progress beyond the two-point function derived in the
previous Section is possible in the Ericson regime, de-
fined by the condition
∑
α T
(α) ≫ 1. The terms of lead-
ing order in an asymptotic expansion in inverse powers
of
∑
α T
(α) can be worked out for all (P,Q) correlation
functions.
To set the stage we first derive the asymptotic form of
the two-point function, following Ref. [32]. In Eq. (62)
we expand both the channel-coupling term and the
symmetry-breaking term in powers of Y Y˜ , keeping only
the lowest-order terms. That gives
exp
{(
− 1
2
Λ∑
τ=1
T (τ) + ipi(κ+ κ˜)〈dR〉
)
STrst
(
Y Y˜
)}
.
(66)
Because of later applications we have not put κ = κ˜.
The product Y Y˜ carries the factor
∑
τ T
(τ) ≫ 1. Terms
of higher order in Y Y˜ produce higher-order terms in
(
∑
τ T
(τ))−1 and are, therefore, neglected. We proceed
likewise in the source terms, keeping only terms bilinear
in Y and Y˜ . We obtain
Fαβγδ ≈
(
δαγδβδ + δαδδβγ
)
T (α)T (β)STrst
(
σs3Y σ
s
3Y˜
)
.
(67)
The resulting Gaussian integrals are easily evaluated and
give
〈Sflαβ(k + κ)Sfl∗γδ (k − κ˜)〉 =
(δαγδβδ + δαδδβγ)T
(α)T (β)∑
τ T
(τ) − 2ipi(κ+ κ˜)〈dR〉
.
(68)
Replacing wave numbers by energies as in Section X gives
exactly the expression obtained for RMT in Refs. [14, 15,
32].
Starting from 〈G〉 in Eq. (58), we use the same approx-
imation scheme for the general (P,Q) correlation func-
tion. The rectangular matrices Y and Y˜ consist of blocks
of dimension four each, denoted by Ypq and Y˜qp, with el-
ements (Ypq)st,s′t′ = Ypst,qs′t′ and (Y˜qp)st,s′t′ = Y˜qst,ps′t′ ,
respectively. The integration measure d(Y, Y˜ ) being flat
we have
d(Y, Y˜ ) =
P∏
p=1
Q∏
q=1
d(Ypq, Y˜qp) . (69)
The exponent in Eq. (58) is approximated by
P∑
p=1
Q∑
q=1
[
− 1
2
∑
τ
T (τ)+ipi〈dR〉(κp+ κ˜q)
]
STrst
(
YpqY˜qp
)
.
(70)
We expand the source terms (last term of the action (49)
with Z replaced by Y , Z˜ by Y˜ , z± by 1) in powers of Y
and Y˜ , retaining only terms linear in both Y and Y˜ . Only
these combine to expressions of the form
∑
pq fpYpqfqY˜qp
(with some matrices fp and fq) that according to Eq. (70)
give the leading-order contribution in the expansion in
inverse powers of
∑
τ T
(τ). We obtain
1
2
STrpqbdst ln(1 − σd1B−1+ Y σd1B˜−1∗− Y˜ )
≈ −1
2
P∑
p=1
Q∑
q=1
STrbdst
(
σd1 (B−1+ )pYpqσd1(B˜−1∗− )qY˜qp
)
.
(71)
Since P ≥ Q we first focus on the fact that we need P
source terms, each one deriving from one of the factors
(B−1+ )p and carrying a different element jp, p = 1, . . . , P ,
see Eq. (27). Expanding the exponential of the term (71)
in a Taylor series we accordingly keep the term
(−)P
2PP !
[ P∑
p=1
Q∑
q=1
STrbdst
(
−σd1σ3sjpA(p)Ypq(σd1 B˜−1∗− )qY˜qp
)]P
.
(72)
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Differentiation with respect to jp at jp = 0 for p =
1. . . . , P gives
(−)P
2P
P∏
p=1
[ Q∑
q=1
STrbdst
(
− σd1σs3A(p)Ypqσd1(B˜−1∗− )qY˜qp
)]
.
(73)
We define
Xpq = STrbdst
(
− σd1σs3A(p)Ypqσd1(B˜−1∗− )qY˜qp
)
(74)
and write expression (73) in the form
(−)P
2P
Q∑
q1=1
X1q1 × . . .×
Q∑
qP=1
XPqP . (75)
Differentiation with respect to j˜q at j˜q = 0 for q =
1, . . . , Q forcesQ of the P summation variables q1, . . . , qP
to take the values 1, 2, . . . , Q. These are denoted by
qi1 , qi2 , . . . , qiQ . The set {qi1 , qi2 , . . . , qiQ} is a permuta-
tion of the set {1, 2, . . . , Q}. In the corresponding factors
Xpqi , the matrices (B˜−1∗− )qi are replaced by −σd1σs3A˜(qi),
yielding Xpqi → X˜pqi = STr(σd1σs3A(p)Y σd1σs3A˜(qi)Y˜ ).
For P > Q, (P − Q) factors of the form ∑qXpq re-
main unaffected by the differentiation. Each of these
gives
∑
q(Xpq)j˜q=0. Changing notation we write ri,
i = 1, . . . , Q for those indices p that appear in one of
the factors Xpqi . The set {r1, r2, . . . , rQ} is a subset of
{1, 2, . . . , P}. The remaining indices in {1, 2, . . . , P} are
denoted by si, i = 1, . . . , (P −Q). Expression (73) takes
the form
∑
selections
P−Q∏
i=1
∑
q
(Xsiq)j˜q=0
∑
permutations
Q∏
i=1
X˜ri,i . (76)
The sum with index “selections” runs over all possibili-
ties of selecting the
(
P
P−Q
)
indices s1 < s2 < . . . < sP−Q
from the set {1, 2, . . . , P}. The sum with index “per-
mutations” runs over all permutations of the remaining
indices r1, r2, . . . , rQ.
Combining Eqs. (69) and (70) with expression (76) we
see that the superintegral factorizes into a product of PQ
terms, each factor having the form∫
d(Ypq, Y˜qp)
(
...
)
exp
{[
...
]
STrst
(
YpqY˜qp
)}
. (77)
The content of the big straight brackets is the same as in
Eq. (70). The content of the big round brackets depends
upon whether the index pair (pq) does or does not occur
in expression (76). If not, the big round brackets contain
the factor unity, and the superintegral gives unity. If it
does, the big round brackets contain the factor X˜pq or
the factor (Xpq)j˜q=0, as the case may be. In the first
case the Gaussian superintegral (including the normal-
ization factor 1/16 in Eq. (25)) is the same as occurs
in the derivation of Eq. (68) and gives the same result,
with a proper replacement of κ, κ˜, α, β, γ, δ. The Gaus-
sian superintegral containing in the integrand the factor
(Xpq)j˜q=0 is easily worked out. The matrix (Σ
(B))∗ in
(Xpq)j˜q=0 does not couple to any channel. Therefore,
the expression analogous to the result (68) involves only
two channels and vanishes unless both channel indices
are equal. The result is
Fαp(κp) = −
Q∑
q=1
T (αp)〈Sαpαp〉∑
γ T
(γ) − 2ipi(κp + κ˜q)〈dR〉
(78)
where again the phase φ1 in Eq. (54) cancels out. The
sum over q arises because in the advanced block, the
matrix σd1 B˜−1∗− carries the same entry σd1 (Σ(B))∗ in every
subblock labeled q.
Collecting results we obtain
〈 P∏
p=1
Sflαpβp(k + κp)
Q∏
q=1
Sfl∗α′qβ′q(k − κ˜q)
〉
=
∑
selections
P−Q∏
j=1
Fαsj (κsj )
×
∑
permutations
Q∏
q=1
〈
Sfl
αqβq
(k + κq)S
fl∗
α′qβ
′
q
(k − κ˜q)
〉
.
(79)
The sum labeled “selections” goes over all
(
P
P−Q
)
possi-
bilities to select (P − Q) matrix elements Sfl from the
first factor on the left-hand side. These give rise to the
first product which vanishes unless every selected element
is diagonal. The remaining Q elements Sfl, symbolically
written as Sfl
αqβq
(k+κq), appear as first factors in the an-
gular brackets on the right-hand side. The sum labeled
“permutations” extends over all permutations of these
elements. Each of the terms in angular brackets on the
right-hand side is equal to the asymptotic form (18) of
the two-point function.
For P ≥ Q Eq. (79) gives the universal part of all
(P,Q) S matrix correlation functions in the Ericson
regime
∑
τ T
(τ) ≫ 1. The corresponding expressions for
P < Q are obtained by complex conjugation. Combined
with Eqs. (68) and (78), the universal part of the distri-
bution of the k-dependent S matrix is, thus, completely
known for graphs in the Ericson regime.
We compare Eqs. (79), (68) and (78) with previous
results. All of these were derived in the framework of
random-matrix theory, most approaches using Eqs. (16)
and (17) and a symmetric and real random-matrix
Hamiltonian H . In the comparison we use the substi-
tutions and replacements listed in Section X. We have
mentioned already that the asymptotic form of the (1, 1)
correlation function was calculated in Refs. [14, 15, 32].
In Ref. [14] that was done with the help of a picket-
fence model for the eigenvalues of the GOE matrix
H in Eq. (17), using the Gaussian distribution of the
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eigenfunctions as the only stochastic element. The full
random-matrix approach was utilized in Ref. [15], results
were obtained with the help of the replica trick. The
supersymmetry approach was used in Ref. [32]. The re-
sults agree with each other and with our result (68). Our
asymptotic result for the (2, 2) correlation function agrees
with that of Ref. [14] and with that of Ref. [15]. For the
RMT approach the complete (2, 1) correlation function
was worked out in Refs. [12, 13] with the help of super-
symmetry. Our result in Eqs. (79) and (68) agrees with
the asymptotic form of the expression given there. To the
best of our knowledge, the papers cited contain the entire
available analytical information on S matrix correlation
functions for systems with orthogonal symmetry. (Either
of the approaches used in Refs. [14] and [15] could, in
principle, be used to calculate higher correlation func-
tions (P,Q) in the Ericson regime. In both cases the ef-
fort becomes prohibitive, however, with increasing values
of P and/or Q.) We conclude that within that body of
information, there is complete agreement between univer-
sal chaotic scattering on graphs and the random-matrix
approach to chaotic scattering. We expect that the same
agreement would be reached for the case of unitary sym-
metry, worked out in Ref. [11] for the RMT approach,
but we have not checked that.
In the early papers [16–18] introducing the concept of
Ericson fluctuations, it was suggested that in the Eric-
son regime the S-matrix elements have a Gaussian dis-
tribution. We test that prediction against our results in
Eqs. (79), (68) and (78). For the non-diagonal elements
of S(fl) and of S(fl)∗, Eqs. (79) and (78) show that the
(P,Q) correlation functions with P 6= Q vanish while the
(P, P ) correlation function has the form〈 P∏
p=1
Sflαpβp(k + κp)
P∏
q=1
Sfl∗α′qβ′q (k − κ˜q)
〉
=
∑
permutations
P∏
p,q=1
〈
Sflαpβp(k + κp)S
fl∗
α′qβ
′
q
(k − κ˜q)
〉
.
(80)
The sum goes over all permutations of the elements
Sflαpβp . These two features – vanishing of all (P,Q) cor-
relation functions with P 6= Q and the form (80) of
the (P, P ) correlation function – confirm that the non-
diagonal elements of S(fl) and of S(fl)∗ do indeed have a
Gaussian distribution. However, the diagonal elements
of S(fl) and of S(fl)∗ do not share this feature. For these
elements the factors Fα(κ) in Eq. (78) and the associ-
ated factors F∗α(κ) do not all vanish unless 〈Sαα〉 = 0
for all α. Through their dependence upon the arguments
κ˜q these factors reflect correlations between different S-
matrix elements. Because of these factors, the (P,Q)
correlation functions do not all vanish for P 6= Q, the cor-
relation functions do not all have the form (80) expected
for Gaussian-distributed random variables, and the dis-
tribution of the diagonal elements of S(fl) and of S(fl)∗
is, therefore, not Gaussian. That fact was first noted in
Refs. [12, 13]. It has a simple explanation [33]. The uni-
tarity of the scattering matrix requires that all elements
of S obey |Sαβ | ≤ 1. That constraint also restricts the
distribution of S. In the Ericson regime, the constraint
is easily fulfilled for the non-diagonal elements of S. All
these vanish on average, and Eq. (68) shows that their
variances are small compared to unity for
∑
τ T
(τ) ≫ 1.
The tails of a Gaussian centered at zero with width as
given by Eq. (68) are very close to zero at the unit circle
in the complex plane, and the Gaussian distribution is,
therefore, asymptotically consistent with the constraint.
For every diagonal element Sαα with 〈Sαα〉 6= 0 the situ-
ation differs. The distribution is now centered at 〈Sαα〉,
and it is squeezed between that center and the unit cir-
cle. That is why it differs from a Gaussian. The squeez-
ing becomes stronger as |〈Sαα〉| increases, and one would
expect that the deviations from the Gaussian are biggest
for |〈Sαα〉| → 1 whereas Eq. (79) shows that F∗α(κ) is
biggest for |〈Sαα〉| = 1/
√
2. The reason is that according
to Eq. (13), unitarity eventually forces |S(fl)αα | to decrease
as |〈Sαα〉| increases so that |S(fl)αα | → 0 for |〈Sαα〉| → 1.
The implications of deviations of the S-matrix distri-
bution from the Gaussian form for cross-section fluctua-
tions have been discussed in Ref. [33].
XII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Following up on our earlier work [25] we have in this
paper studied universal aspects of scattering on chaotic
quantum graphs. Starting point is the exact semiclas-
sical expansion for the S matrix. Using an ergodicity
argument we have calculated averages of products of S-
matrix elements over the wave number as phase averages.
We have compared ergodicity for graphs and for RMT.
The average S matrix is easy to calculate. It does
not depend on the density of resonances and, thus, dif-
fers characteristically from its counterpart in RMT. For-
mal expressions for all higher (P,Q) S-matrix correlation
functions were obtained with the help of supersymmetry,
the colour-flavour transformation, and the saddle-point
approximation to the resulting superintegrals. We con-
jecture that our neglect of massive modes is asymptoti-
cally justified for sequences of graphs that when closed
are quantum ergodic. These formal results were used
to calculate the (1, 1) correlation function exactly. That
function is equal to its counterpart in RMT for all val-
ues of the number Λ of channels. We also calculated all
(P,Q) correlation functions in the Ericson regime, thus
determining the complete S-matrix distribution function
in that regime. That was done by calculating the leading-
order terms in an asymptotic expansion in inverse powers
of the sum
∑
τ T
(τ) of transmission coefficients. These
terms agree with the corresponding results of RMT inas-
much as the latter are known. In the Ericson regime the
S matrix has a Gaussian distribution only if all average
S-matrix elements vanish. The deviations which arise
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otherwise are due to the unitarity constraints on S.
Our results suggest several lines of future research.
First, an investigation along the lines of Refs. [30, 31]
is called for to see whether our conjecture regarding the
neglect of massive modes is valid. Second, if the conjec-
ture holds it would be interesting to know which types of
graphs obey the criterion of asymptotic quantum ergod-
icity. Third, the saddle-point manifold being known, it
may be possible to obtain exact closed expressions for the
(2, 1) and (2, 2) correlation functions, similar in form to
Eq. (8.10) of Ref. [10]. If universally valid, these would be
useful for the analysis of intensity fluctuations of chaotic
scattering in several areas of physics.
By confining ourselves to the saddle-point solution, we
have focused attention on universal aspects of chaotic
scattering on graphs. To discuss the significance of our
results for scattering on chaotic quantum systems, we
first recall the situation in closed systems. Here, the
proven equality of the level-level correlation functions for
RMT, for dynamical (i.e., Hamiltonian) chaotic quan-
tum systems [3–6], and for an arbitrary chaotic quantum
graph [7, 8] strongly suggests that the spectral fluctua-
tions in all three types of systems are identical (including
all higher correlation functions), in line with the original
BGS conjecture [1]. Concerning scattering systems, we
have proved the equivalence of chaotic scattering on a sin-
gle graph and of the random-matrix model of Eqs. (16,
17). Our result goes beyond that for the case of closed
systems because it encompasses not only the universal
(1, 1) S-matrix correlation function but also the universal
(P,Q) correlation functions in the Ericson regime (inas-
much as the latter are available for the random-matrix
model). As in the case of closed systems, these facts
strongly suggest that all S-matrix correlation functions
for both scattering systems coincide. To complete the
analogy to closed systems it would be necessary to cal-
culate the (1, 1) S-matrix correlation function for scat-
tering on dynamical chaotic quantum systems. It would
be highly surprising if that would differ from our and the
RMT result, and similarly for higher correlation func-
tions. Therefore, we conjecture that scattering on graphs,
scattering on Hamiltonian chaotic quantum systems, and
the RMT approach to chaotic scattering, are completely
equivalent.
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